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Introduction
Dear Player,
In the SmartSim simulation, your team takes over the management of a virtual tech company
as the production management team. You need to analyze data, make decisions and optimize
the operation. The goal is to run the company efficiently and effectively and to maximize the
performance index.
The simulation consists of multiple periods, each one representing a one-year long period. For
each decision deadline, decisions for the following year must be made and entered into the
decision fields of the game interface. Based on the decisions made, the simulation model
generates statistics and analyses. These data are located in the Simulation section of the menu
and are in fact status reports on the operation of the company, the market and the economy.
This manual should be studied together with the online interface.

Illustration of a simulation interface

On the left side of the online interface, you can find the simulation panel, where you can
navigate between the different statements. Important! During a decision round, you should
review each panel, as there are decision-making tasks and useful information about the
company in each one.
The information panel is on the left side of the top bar. Here you can see the selected round,
your team’s name, the current deadline and the selected period. It is best to submit your
decisions 10 minutes before the current deadline as the system will close automatically. For
choosing between periods you can use the arrows, but you can only make decisions for the
actual period. The game is made up of 4 periods, so you have to make decisions 4 times in total
(by filling out all the decision fields).
When you are done with your calculations, you can save your decisions by clicking on the Save
button. You can do this as many times as you like until the deadline is up, and the new one will
always overwrite the previous one. If the team plays on more than one computer, this principle
still applies, so the latest decisions will overwrite the previous ones. It is still possible to change
decisions on several computers at the same time, but it must be agreed who will save the final
version.
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About the game
Decisions within a team need to be made on time, which requires internal organization,
teamwork, cooperation, and the delegation of tasks.
The purpose of this manual is to present the virtual economic environment in which the
company operates. After describing the game in general, the decisions to be taken and the
economic-business framework, a detailed description of the reporting will be given. Important!
This handbook is only a summary of the main concepts and information, and for reasons of
space it is condensed. It should be supplemented by your own experience of the actual game.
Communication with the Game Management is ongoing: you can ask questions by e-mail while
reading the manual and processing the reports.

Illustration of a simulation interface

The image above shows a typical page image. In the tables and other statements, we either
show the data period by period or compare data from different teams over a given period. In
periodic plotting, there is a current and a target period. The current period shows the latest
period, while the target period shows the next one. (Suppose, it is January 1st 2018, then the
current period will be the year 2017, while the target period will be the year 2018.) We cannot
change the data in the current period, but our actions affect the target period. When the period
expires, comes the next round, which means that the current period becomes the following
year and the previous target period becomes the current period. Of course, some data will not
match, as we cannot predict the future.
The Decision fields allow you to change certain parameters in the operation of the company.
These decisions always apply to the next period (although they may not have an effect until
later). The target period is automatically calculated when a decision is changed.
There is usually a Product panel at the top left, where you can choose from the different
products and other items available in a given field. Each product has different properties (see
later), so the statements will be different in content, but not in structure!
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Forecasts are usually charts that show current or future information about a particular product.
In this case it is Customer preferences or Demand values. How this can be interpreted exactly
will be explained later.
When planning for the coming year, you can safely change the decisions and try different
strategies, as the decisions will only be saved if you click the Save button, until then, the system
only serves as a kind of planning interface.
Decisions can be changed by clicking in the input field to rewrite the number or by using the up
and down arrows to move step by step. It is possible to deviate from the initial decisions, but
there are recommended and mandatory limits for all decisions. You may notice, for example,
that if you increase the value of the decision by moving the arrow keys, you may reach a level
where you can no longer increase it in this way. It is not recommended to make a decision
outside the given limits, as this will usually lead to an unfavourable result. It is not possible to
make a decision beyond the mandatory limits; the production value cannot be negative, for
example.
The game usually involves 5-6 teams per market, each managing 1 company. Depending on the
number of applicants, we will randomly assign the registered teams to different markets.
During the game, the decisions made by your competitors have an impact on your company!
Competitors in the game are companies of similar calibre (about medium size), founded a few
years ago, with similar set-up and market position. All the teams start from exactly the same
position at the beginning of the game.
The figures in this manual are for reference only and serve as examples. The actual figures are
always given in the game interface or can be calculated from them.

The company
The simulation models the operation of a company that manufactures and sells smartphones,
tablets and laptops. The company is part of an international group, but is an independent
economic entity responsible for its own operations and decisions.
The manufacturing of products requires sufficient quantities of raw materials, people and
machines.
It is also your responsibility to sell the products you produce. In the marketing process, you will
have to take into account the needs of different market segments and adapt the marketing mix
of the products accordingly.
In HR, you will be responsible for the management of human resources. It is possible to hire
and fire people, raise or lower wages and train people. People in different areas have different
qualities that need to be taken into account when making a decision.
Product quality is the responsibility of the Research and Development (R&D) department,
where budgets can be set and new technologies researched.
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It is also possible to use other marketing tools, such as advertising through various channels or
by creating promotions.
Finance is responsible for financing the company, which can be done mainly through loan or
equity.
For the sake of simplicity, if no unit of measure is indicated in the game or in the manual, S$
(Sim Dollar) is used.

Evaluation
The object of the game is to make higher performance index at the end of the simulation than
your competitors. There is no sure way to achieve this, as there are different strategies to
prevail.
Components of the performance index:
- Profit. The team with the highest actual profit gets the maximum (100%) for this element, the
other teams get percentage in proportion of their profit to the best profit on the market.
- Production planning. This means the average actual / plan production, ie we look at the
fulfillment of the production plan number. This is practically a “mandatory element” as it is
independent of the competitors, it is up to you to decide.
- Customer satisfaction. The index consists of three factors: average price index, average
remaining product / sales, average quality.
- Average employee satisfaction. Salary, training and overtime affects the employee
satisfaction.

Sales
Our marketing experts were able to identify 3 different market segments: the middle class, the
upper class and corporate customers. Each segment has unique demand trends and
preferences, which can be seen in the preference and demand charts.
Customers evaluate and compare products according to 4 different factors: price, quality,
promotion, and the skill level of the sales staff. Each factor gets a rating from 0 to 100% based
on your decisions (e.g., price index, promotion index).
However, customers are price-sensitive, so they will no longer buy the product above a certain
price level. The maximum prices can be assumed from the price index, as above a maximum
price the index shows a value of 0. At this price no sales will be made. Also, if your products are
more expensive than the average market price, there will be fewer buyers.
Important! In order to be able to sell your products, you need salespeople and manufactured
products. If you do not have enough of these, your actual sales will be less than they would be
according to the factors you set.
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Production
Your company manufactures three different products: smartphones, tablets and laptops. All 3
products have different parameters. During production, for each product the unit used is item.
You need to decide on the production plan for the next period. This should be based on sales
estimates and the quantity currently in stock.
During the actual production, the system calculates the capacities available and if all capacities
are sufficient, the plan will be successfully achieved. During production, the following questions
arise:




Do we have enough raw materials?
Do we have enough properly trained factory workers?
Do we have enough production machinery?

Capacity is a percentage value that shows how many product items you have enough raw
materials, people and machinery for to produce. If this value is 100%, it means that there is
exactly as much as is needed. If the capacity is greater than 100%, the company has more
resources than needed for the production plan; if it is less, there are not enough resources.
Important! The next period is always a plan, the data there cannot be taken for granted. Target
values are always estimated by the system based on the actual numbers, but typically cannot
be determined accurately. For example, if in the current period X amount of raw material is
needed to manufacture a product, in the target period it will not necessarily be X, because the
circumstances are different and unexpected situations may occur, so the average raw material
consumption in the actual production may be less or more than X.
It is your responsibility to determine how much margin to leave in the plan! If you have more
capacity, you are more likely to meet the plan, but production will be less efficient. If you set
all capacity to 100%, you might not meet the plan because you would need more raw materials
or people. This is a situation where there is no one right solution, you need to find the
equilibrium point that you think is the best.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
= 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛
∗ 𝑀𝐼𝑁(𝑅𝑎𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

, 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟

, 𝑀𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑦

, 1)

After the actual production, there is one more uncertain factor to be taken into account: the
recall. It depends, on the one hand, the quality of the products manufactured (the higher the
quality, the lower the recall rate), on the other hand, the quantity produced and external
factors beyond our control. The recalled products cannot be sold because they are defective
for some reason and are recorded in the Impairment row of the income statement at cost (see
later). It is also an uncertain element to take into account when determining production.
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The number of products that can be sold is the sum of the products that are now produced and
the products left over from last year. So, the goods produced in the current period can be sold
immediately!

Raw materials
Raw materials are required to manufacture the products, for all 3 products you need to order
the relevant raw material. Each product requires a different amount of raw material:
Smartphone (~ 3.5 units), Tablet (~ 6.2 units), Laptop (~ 12.3 units). The resource requirements
vary throughout the game, you can find out about this in the online interface.
You can also decide on the quantity as well as the quality of the ordered raw material. The
Available row shows how much raw material the factory has available to produce. The quality
of the raw material can be between 0 and 100%, where 100% means the best quality, but be
careful, because the price of the raw material increases exponentially with the quality. In the
R&D section, you can find out more about what factors determine the quality of your finished
products.

HR
In the field of HR, your job is to manage the employees: on the one hand, to ensure the
necessary staffing levels, and on the other, to take care of the salary and training budget. In the
game, staff can be employed in 5 different fields: productionr, research, marketing, sales and
management. Employees in each field must be treated separately and individual decisions
must be made about them.
You also have the possibility to hire and fire people, which will of course change the number of
staff at the end of the period. The number of employees at the beginning of the period will
always be the same as at the end of the previous round, so there will always be a labor flow
during the year.
There is also turnover, so during the year people leave by their own choice. The number of
people who will quit during the target period can only be estimated, but it depends to a large
extent on the salary offered. The higher the wage, the lower the turnover, but it cannot be
reduced below a certain level (it cannot be completely eliminated). There is a minimum wage
for each type of employee, a lower figure cannot be entered as a decision.
Staff utilization indicates how overloaded the employees are. This value is calculated based on
an average headcount (which is the average of the headcount at the beginning and at the end
of the period), with each type of employee having a different reference point. (It is detailed in
the description below.) If the utilization is greater than 100%, an overtime rate of several times
the salary may be payable, so it’s worth making sure it does not happen. Production workers’
utilization should not be over 100% because if there are not enough people, they will not be
able to deliver the production plan.
Determining the training cost is also your team’s responsibility. This should also be defined by
type and by person. By changing the training cost we can influence the target skill level. This is
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a measure that shows how the actual skill level would change in the long term if we set the
same cost each year.
However, the actual skill level also depends on the level of the previous year, as well as the
skills of the people recruited. We calculate this as a weighted average, so the fewer unskilled
people we hire, the less they affect the actual level.
The cost of overtime is displayed under the heading “Personnel costs”.
In addition to the above, we can see the costs associated with the HR area here. Personnel
costs include wages, temporary employment and overtime, while Administrative costs are
payable after recruitment, dismissals and departures (turnover).
The HR administrative cost includes the costs of recruitment, dismissals and turnover, summed
up.
Administrative costs include costs related to purchase and sale, while Rental costs include the
cost of the rented capacity indicated under Rental. Furthermore, Administrative costs also
include extra costs due to overloading, the latter only possible for IT and logistics (Production
machines cannot "work overtime").

Employees
Production Worker: Employees working on the production line, whose utilization depends on
the volume of production. If you have fewer workers than you need, you will not be able to
produce enough. Their training level also affects their capacity.
Researcher: They work in the field of research and development (R&D) and are responsible for
product quality. The more you spend on R&D, the more researchers you need to hire.
Marketing specialist: They carry out all kinds of marketing activities (advertising, promotions,
etc.). The better training they receive, the more effective they can be in creating advertising.
By increasing the cost of advertising, you need more marketing employees.
Salesman: Their job is to sell the products. The better trained they are, the more products they
will sell. Their utilization depends on revenue.
Manager: They are responsible for keeping the company organisation in order, administration
and other management activities. Better trained management reduces administrative and
market research costs. The need to hire extra people depends on how many people you have
in the other categories.

Procurement
Machines can be rented, but you can also invest in your own machine capacity. You will be able
to use the equipment only a period later, so you cannot count on the current investments in
the next round yet.
In contrast, the rented equipment is immediately available to you, but you will have to pay a
rental fee for them. The average capacity for the period will be the stock that can actually be
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used. This is calculated by taking the average of the opening and closing stock and adding the
rented quantity to it.
The Assets utilization rate shows how much more or less you have than what you need. The
optimal level is 100%, which should be the target for all machines.
Production machines are required for production.
IT refers to the computers and servers used in everyday work. Its utilization level is related to
revenue.
Logistics includes everything related to the delivery of products. Its utilization value depends
on the quantity of goods available during production.

Research and development
The quality of your product is determined by 3 factors: technology, the quality of the raw
material and the qualifications of the researchers. The quality of your product is the weighted
average of these factors, the exact weights are shown in the chart on the game interface.
The level of technology depends on the value of the product in the previous year and the
research budget you set. This is a long-term investment; technology cannot be developed from
one year to the next. Research also has barriers to entry, which means that your technology
will only start to develop above a certain budget level.

Marketing
Advertising is an important element of brand building. In the game you can use 5 different
channels for advertising, deciding how much money to spend on each channel. This will affect
the perception of your corporate brand, measured by 3 factors, which are Awareness, Impulse
and Loyalty. The awareness indicator shows what percentage of your target audience is aware
of your product. This will also limit demand, as people who have never heard of your company,
will not buy from you.
Impulse shows how many of those who know you have bought from you.
Finally, you can also see the loyal customers, they will most likely choose you in the future as
well. Awareness and the number of loyal customers can be increased by spending more on
advertising activities, while Impulse will increase if you offer better conditions than your
competitors, e.g., lower prices, better quality, more promotion, etc.
Promotions are one of the most basic marketing tools and their aim is to increase customer
demand. They include discounts, pop-up events and other direct marketing tools. You can
decide on the size of the promotional budget for each product.
The Promotion Index shows how customers rate your promotions for each product. Its value
can range from 0% to 100%, where 0 means that there is essentially no promotional activity,
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and 100% means customers no longer want to see more promotions. The higher the rating, the
more they buy from you, but the more you spend on promotion, the less effective it becomes.

Finance
You can take out a loan if you do not have enough cash, but you can also repay the outstanding
debt.
You can issue shares if you need funds. The stock price does not change during the game. The
maximum number of shares you can issue is 100,000.
The shares issued are paid out as dividends on 40% of the profit.
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